Torus
HUMANHOOD

/A return to the tribal, where rhythm takes over the performer and the viewer, in a piece that fuses physics and spirituality.
Imagine a circle that rotates around an axis with a point anchored in the same plane. A three dimensional figure is drawn, this figure is
commonly known as a donut for its shape and it is found everywhere in nature, from an apple to the Earth’s magnetic field, and described
in Eastern practices as the energetic field: Torus.
This piece is a journey that starts far out in the cosmos and implodes into planet Earth where a communal rhythm is shared and
expressed by humans, merging the energetic synergy and physical vocabulary of Humanhood into a tribal hurricane of effortless
fluidity. Light, movement and sound are at the core of a show in which the perception of time is altered to recreate a world where rhythm
becomes visual, sonic and kinaesthetic.
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The Research

The research behind the work is rooted in physics and astrophysics as well as
in Rudi and Julia’s personal insight into Eastern mysticism, fascinated by the
connections that lie between these seemingly different fields and how these
shape our human experience of ourselves and reality.
For this production, Rudi and Julia interacted with Taiwanese percussion
group Ten Drum, at their base in Tainan city (Taiwan). During the one month
residency they learned and exchanged rhythmic patterns and recorded the
tribal and earthly sounds played using traditional gongs and drums to fuse
with Birmingham based electronic duo EIF, creating a entrancing original
sound score. They also expanded the concepts of the piece alongside their
ongoing collaboration with the Physics & Astrophysics Department at
Birmingham University, through immersive observation, movement sessions
and shared perspectives about the toroidal flow within sections of the piece.
‘ZERO, our first duet was researched in India, where the concept of zero was
re-born, for Torus we travelled to Taiwan, we wanted to focus on pulse and
rhythms patterns, what brings a community together. Torus was for us a
natural way to expand, to grow, you could image a torus to be a 3D
representation of a zero… but more than that is the geometrical fabric in
which yin yang arises; and so we felt this was the path in which geometry was
guiding us through and this was the way we followed.’ - Rudi & Julia
Research supported through the Artist International Development Fund by Arts Council
England and British Council as well as Ramon Llull.
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Supporters

Commissioned by Birmingham Dance Hub, DanceXchange, Sismògraf and Sadler’s
Wells.
Supported by Birmingham University [Physics & Astrophysics Department], The
Place, La Caldera, RocaUmbert
Funded by Arts Council England Lottery funds & ICEC Generalitat de Catalunya.

‘Energy is constant. The force and the youth transmit a vitality that transcends far beyond the proscenium.’ / ‘ Precious and magnetic. It makes the
audiences expel a “Wow”.’ - J.Bordes

Humanhood
Inspiring connection through movement
Humanhood was founded in 2016 by British and Catalan born artists Rudi Cole and Júlia Robert Parés, and since the creation of their first duet the company is
having a rapidly growing following both in the UK and Internationally. Together, they have developed a unique symbiotic fluid movement language that lies at the
core of the work, they create intricate choreographic patterns that merge into different energetic shapes with flow and dynamism. The work reflects their
continuous research and insight into Eastern Mysticism and Physics, merging the wonders of both perspectives into the human body and movement itself.
Physics, Metaphysics and Physicality interconnect in the processes they created on stage.
Rudi and Julia collaborate with exceptional diverse international artists to create productions that strive to be of high levels of artistic intricacy, merging energyshifting sound, light and movement, transporting audiences to a place beyond the senses.
Rudi and Julia have created indoor and outdoor works including the award winning production entitled ZERO, premiered in October 2016. Its 15min extract won
1st Prize at the 30th Madrid’s Choreography Competition as well as the Tanja Liedtke Prize at the Hannover Choreography Competition in 2017. This extract was
re-worked for a special commission by The Movement, a producing partnership for dance between Sadler’s Wells, The Lowry and Birmingham Hippodrome, to
bring it to the large scale and be presented at The Lowry & Sadler’s Wells main stages as part of Dance:Sampled, in February 2018. Orbis, an outdoor duet
inspired by Earth’s permanent natural satellite: the moon, was commissioned by Without Walls, Brighton Festival and Norfolk&Norwich Festival in 2017 which is
currently touring in EU and including Greenwich Fair at GDIF and Tàrrega Festival.
Sadler’s Wells’ Artistic Programmer Eva Martinez says: “Rudi and Julia have this special mix of artistic integrity, a signature style married to a truly compelling
vision, and a hardworking ethos; they clearly build on the legacy of their predecessors Akram Khan, Sidi Larbi Cherkahoui and Hofesh Shechter. Yet as a new
generation, they are doing something in their own terms, honing in on the communal and spiritual nature the experience of dance and asking us to join them.”
‘For such a short career Humanhood have already developed a distinctive, hypnotic, engrossing, thoughtful style of their own that draws from science and
spirituality and seems connected to the ancient yet completely modern and occasionally thrilling’.- P. Jacobs

Company Dancers
‘The interpretation of the dancers, five bodies composed as a uniform mass but also finding the freedom of individuality -in group or alone-, is magnificent, organic,
magnetic.’- N.Cañamares / ‘Immersed in a shared spirituality: they are part of a whole.’- J.Sora
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CONNOR SCOTT
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where she studied a range of styles of dance at
Dance Spectrum International. She then went on
to spend five years at the School of The Arts
Singapore (SOTA) before going on to pursue fulltime training at the New Zealand School of Dance
(NZSD) in Wellington, New Zealand. Jill joined
Humanhood in March 2018 for the production
Torus.

age in Latin and Ballroom before studying ballet and
contemporary at Dance City, Newcastle. Connor joined
the National Youth Dance Company in 2014 and
continued his formal training at the Rambert School of
Ballet and Contemporary Dance. In 2015, Connor was
also awarded the inaugural BBC Young Dance of the
Year prize at Sadler’s Wells. Connor joined Humanhood
in March 2018, performing in the production of Torus.

Jill Goh was born and raised in Singapore,

Connor Scott began his dance training from a young

TZU - YI TSENG
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Tzu-Yi Tseng, originally from Taiwan,

trained at the Taipei National University of the
Arts. In 2016, he won the judge awards at the
Korea International modern dance
competition.
Tzu - Yi joined Humanhood in November
2019, performing in the production Torus.

Collaborators
EIF_ music

TOM VISSER_ lights

MARK HOWARD_ costumes
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ALEX FORSTER_ mastering

ARTEM_ set construction

HUANG ZHIWEI_ percussion

/
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EIF is an electronic music collective created

by polish duo Kamil Boguslawsky and Kamil
Ilcewicz based in Birmingham. Their sounds
are inspired by nature from which they record
acoustic sounds to create their
multidimensional soundscapes. EIF and Rudi
& Julia (Humanhood) collaboration for Torus
started in the beginning of 2018 with a
musical residency in Barcelona where they
explored the sound textures and rhythmic
patterns of the piece. During the one year
c re a t i o n t h e re h a s b e e n a c o n s t a n t
reciprocally working in both the music and

Alex Forster has worked for recording

studios such as The Chapel Studios and Abbey
Rd and in production for the Sonar festival, ITV,
BBC and National Geographic. As a music
producer and video director he has worked
with Radiohead, Pink floyd, Baaba Maal,
Evellyn Glennie and Faithless among others.
Alex has worked on the master of the final
sound score and introduce some of his own
sounds in collaboration with Humanhood and
EIF.

Tom trained as a software programmer.

Influenced by his family who had a theatre
company, he started working as a light
programmer with NDT. He is now one of the
most recognised light designers, having
worked with Crystal Pite, Hofesh Schechter
and Alexander Ekman, among others. His first
collaboration with Humanhood was in
January 2018 for the re-work of ZERO
(extract) at Sadler’s Wells. His moving lights
compositions harmonises with the fluid and
breathing choreography.

Award-winning physical special effects

company, Artem, whose credits include
Harry Potter: The Cursed Child and Holiday
on Ice, were asked to design and build a
piece of equipment capable of projecting a
single large smoke ring from the rear of a
stage, out over an audience. The ‘smoke
vortex cannon’, as it came to be known, had
to be large enough to make an impact in a
sizeable performance venue, whilst being
resilient and easily transportable on tour.

Mark is the owner and designer at the multi

award winning independent boutique Disorder
in Birmingham. As an artist, Mark has fully
committed his life work to fashion. His works are
largely inspired by the human body and the
distortion of its image. Mark has collaborated
with Humanhood since 2016, making the
costumes for ZERO and the emblematic black
capes in Orbis. The evolution of the costumes
grew from images of coloured mountains and
gorges around the world. Each costume is hand
dyed and painted.

Huang Zhiwei is a long term drummer at the

Ten Drum Group, a world-known traditional
taiwanese drumming group based in the city
of Tainan, Taiwan. Rudi and Julia interacted
with him during their residency at their base
Ten Drum Cultural Village, exchanging
rhythms approaches from both Eat and West
as well as researching taiwanese traditional
drums and gongs. The residency was
facilitated by Gwen Hsin-Yi Chang, Head of
International Partnerships National Kaohsiung
Centre for the Arts.

‘Torus immerses the audience in a timelessly-shifting world that seems both ancient and rooted and otherworldly and fragile, like charged gasses under
pressure contained with a vessel.’ - R.Jacobs

Contact
info@humanhood.net

